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The purpose of this paper is to extend recent mean as well as a.e. convergence r sults of Derriennic 
(1983), Liggett (1985) and Schiirger (1986) to multiparameter p ocesses X which satisfy a strong 
almost subadditivity condition and have certain monotonicity properties. If X is even strongly 
subadditive, we derive an a.e. limit theorem which extends Tempel’man’s (1972) multiparameter 
pointwise ergodic theorem in the same way as Kin~man’s (1968) subadditive rgodic theorem 
extends Birkhoff’s ergodic theorem (here, X is not supposed to have any monotonicity properties). 
We aiso point out how the results obtained can be used to arrive at analogous results for 
multiparameter random sets. 
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0. Introduction 
The main purpose of this paper is to extend a.e. convergence results of Derriennic 
[S], Liggett 1171 and Schiirger [25] to a class of multiparameter p ocesses X satisfykg 
a strong ahost subadditivity condition (SASC) (see Section 3), which ha<e certain 
monotonicity properties (the indices being certain intervals of 2”). The SASC 
(having some similarity to Smythe’s [26] notion of strong subadditivity when d = 2) 
is a multiparameter analogue of the following almost subadditivity condition which 
has been introduced by Derriennic [5] (cf. also [25]): 
X O,n+m~XO.n+X”.n+m+ K,, rn, m, nal (0.1) 
(this is concerning families X = (X, ,) c L’ and Y = ( Y, ,J c I!& the indices being 
pairs of integers 0 G m C n). Assuming (O.l), Derriennic [53 showed that 
((l/ n)XoJ converges a.e. and in L’ (0.2) 
(thereby extending an L*-result of [19]j provided X a 
sense and satisfy certain moment conditions. In partic 
SUP QYO,“l<~ (O-3) 
n>l 
(according to [24], (0.3) can be relaxed). 
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In Section 4 we obtain a multiparameter analogue of (0.2) for processes X 
satisfying the SASC w.r.t. Y and having certain monotonicity properties (cf. Theorem 
4.8). It turns out that in this case a moment condition considerably weaker than 
(8.3) suffices. This extends results in [ 17,251. 
If X is even strongly subadditive (cf. Section 39, stationary a& &sfies a certain 
moment condition, we obtann an a.e. convergence result (cf. Theczem 3.8) which 
extends Tempel’man’s multiparameter pointwise ergodic theorem (cf. [28; 16, p. 
20519 in the same way as Kingman’s [12,13,14] subadditive rgodic theorem extends 
Birkhoff’s ergodic theorem (here, X is not supposed to have any monotonicity 
properties). Different notions of strong subadditivity have been introduced in [ 1, 
20,2 1,26,29]. We show (cf. Example 3.11) how Theorem 3.8 applies to Grimmett’s 
[9] cluster process. 
The proofs of our a.e. convergence results (cf. Theorems 3.8 and 4.8) will be 
based on a multiparameter analogue of Durrett’s [6, 7, 17, 251 construction (cf. 
Section 3). 
In Section 2 we derive an L’-convergence result (concerning unrestricted as well 
as sectorial convergence) for processes X having a subadditivity property (weaker 
than Smythe’s [26] 2-subadditivity) which is a multiparameter analogue of Derrien- 
nit’s condition (cf. Theorem 1 of [5]). We show how our L* -convergence result 
(Theorem 2.1) applies to the travelling salesman problem [3,27], starting with any 
stationary integrable point process in R* (cf. Example 2.5). 
Finally (cf. Remark 4.9) we point out how Theorem 4.8 can be used to arrive at 
an analogous result for multiparameter random sets [ 18,231, which extends corre- 
sponding results in the one-parameter case [2; 22; 23; 16, p. 2971. 
e Notations and some auxiliary results 
Let V= V(d) = (0, 1,2,. . . jd (the dimension being throughout d 2 1). Let e = 
(1 V**‘) 1) E V; 0 will also denote the null vector (0,. . . , 0) of V. If u = (u,, . . . , ud) 
andv=(v,,..., vd)arevectorsofRd,~~t)(u<v)meansui~ui(ui<q),1~i~d. 
(Instead of u s v and u < v we also write v 3 u and v > u, respectively.) Let 
[u, v[=(wE v: us w<v}, u, VE K 
For any constant c 2 1 let 
Sc=Sc(d)=(uE V(d): u>O, uilujsc, %i,jsd} 
ote the c-sector of V. The cardinal number of a finite set A is denoted by IAl. 
will consider throughout two families X = (X1) c L’ and Y = ( Y,) c L: of 
real random variables defined on some probability space (92, &, P), the index set 
eing 9 = ,a( d) = {[u, v[: u c v, u, v E V}. In the sequel it will be * yvenient o put 
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We will write X1 instead of X1/ 111, i E 9. Similarly, for functions g : 9 -+ R we put 
g(l)=g(Y)f(I(, Id. Let M+u={v+u: VE M}, MC Rd, UE Rd. 
Definition 1.1. We will say that a set function g : 9 + R satisfies the 2-almost sub 
additivity condition (ZASC) w.r.t. a set function h : 9 + R, whenever the following 
conditions are satisfied: 
gbJ + 4 = g(A), h(A+ u) = h(A), AE~, UEV, (1.2) 
for all disjoint 
In the sequel we will put 
g(0) = h(0) = 0. 
A, BEG such that AvBE$, and OEA. (1.3) 
(1.4 
The following lemma is a multiparameter analogue of a result of Derriennic [S, 
p. 6691 (its proof will be omitted). It might be considered a deterministic analogue 
of Theorem 2.1 in Section 2, and of Theorem 4.8 in Section 4. 
Lemma 1.2. Let g satisfy the 2-ASC w.r.t. h. 
(i) Suppose that 
lim K([O, n[) = 0. 
n-boo 
ForallNaeand lsj<d-1 let 
lim sup E([O, .?&[ X l l l X [O, JVj[ X [O, PIj+,[ X l l l X [O, ?Id[) 
n-em 
=Kj(Nl, l l l 9 Nj)<m 
and assume that, for all 1 s j s d - 1, 
Kj(Nl,-**9 Nj)+O as (Nl,..., Nj)+m* 
(1.6) 
(1 7k . , ,f 
lhen the limit 
lim g([O, n[) = y 
n-00 
(W 
to SC. 
Here, 
exists and satisfies --OO < y < 00. 
(ii) If Conditions (1.5)-(1.7) hold in the case when n (in (1.5) and (1.6)) and 
(N 1***=9 Nj), 1s jc d - 1 (in (1.7)) are restricted to some c-sector (here, (P .6) is still 
assumed to hold for all ( N1, . . . , Nj) l), the limit in (1.8) exists provided n is restricted 
we write n +oo (n E v) if min,&<d ni +a. 
. Note that (1.5)-( 1.7) are satisfied if the 
lim K([O, n[) =0 
IW,nC!+~ 
condition 
(1.9) 
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holds. It can be easily seen that (due to boundary effects) the function h : $(2) + R, 
given by h(I) = Y,, I E .%(2) ( Y figuring in Example 2.5) satisfies (lS)-( 1.7) but 
not (1.9). 
‘Ihe next result is a simple consequence of Lemma 1.2. In the sequel, a+ will 
denote the positive part of a E I?. 
Let h : 9 -, R, denote a set function such that h(B)) = 0 and 
EtUL_a -X,t,-XB)+]s h(B) 
for all disjoint A, B E 4 such that A v B E 9, and 0 E A. (1.10) 
Suppose that the following conditions hold: 
E[X,+ul= E[X,I, A e 9, UE K (1.11) 
h(A+u)=h(A), Ae.9, 
inf E[&o,l,r] > --oo. 
ra1 
UE K (1.12) 
(1.13) 
(i) If Conditions (l.S)-( 1.7) hold, the limit 
exists and isJinite. 
(ii) Under the hypotheses of Lemma (1.2)(ii), the limit in (1.14) exists proaided n 
is restricted to S,. 
The constant y in (1.14) is sometimes called the spatial constant of X. 
‘Ihe followicg result is a multiparameter analogue of Theorem 1 of [S] (note that 
(X,,,t) is not supposed to have any monotonicitjr properties). At the end of this 
section (cf. Example 2.5) we show how Theorem 2.1(i) applies to the travelling 
salesman problem [3,27], starting with any stationarIf integrable point process in 
R2. For vectors u, v E Rd let u * 0 denote the vector (u,u,, . . . , udvd). In order to 
save brackets we will assume that the *-operation takes precedence over addition 
and subtraction of vectors. 
denote a set function such that h(8) = 0 and 
mx4”f3 - XA-XB)+]s h(B) 
for all disjoint E 9’ such that Au 
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Suppose that the following conditions hold: 
E[X/,+,,]=E[X~], A&, UE V 
E[Xt;+,]=E[X+,], AC&$ UE V 
h(A+u)=h(A), AE$, UE V 
inf E [XI,,,,,] > --oo. 
ra1 
(2 2) . 
(2 3) 
(2’4) 
(2’5) . 
Assume, for each N E V such that N a e, that the finite-dimensional distributions of 
the collection of random variables 
2,=X [(w-e)* N,w* N[ Y w 2 e, 
are invariant wxt. all translations in V of the form u + u + v, u, v E V. 
(i) Suppose that 
(2 6) . 
lim K([O, n[) = 0. (2.7) 
n-900 
ForallNaeand lsjsd-lletv,(n),..., vd(n)(nae) beany($xed)permutation 
of the numbers N,, . . . , Nj, ?++I,. . , nd, and assume that 
limsup@[O,v(n)[)~~j(N,,..., Nj)<m. (2.8) 
n&m 
Let, for all 1 s j s d - 1, 
Then the limit 
llim X[o,n[ = Xao (2.10) 
n+co 
exists in L’, where Xoc, is given by 
Xm= lim 
1 
n+ooI[O, ’ ( 
f+t 1~0, m[l esFs, xC(~-e)*ns~*d 
> 
, (2.11) 
both limits in (2.11) cxGr.%rg in Lt. 
(ii) If Conditions (2.7)-(2.9) hold in the case when n (in (2.7) ~:nd (2.8)) and 
(N I,***, Nj), 1 s j < d - 1 (in (2.9)) are restricted to some c-sector (here, (2.8) is still 
assumed to hold for all ( N, , . . . , Nj)!), the limit in (2.10) exists in L’ provided n is 
restricted to SC (in the outer limit in (2.11), n now has to be restricted to SC). 
The proof of Theorem 2.1 (to be sketched below) shows that it suffices 
to require that (in the case of unrestricted as well as sectorial convergence) (2.8) is 
satisfied for the permutation 
v,(n)=N,,..., Vj(n)=Ni,Vj+,(n)=nj+l,...,V~(n)=nd (Isjsd-1). 
e formulation of Theorem 2.1 as given here facilitates later references. 
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ar .3. Assume the hypotheses of Theorem 2.1 (i). ne proof of Theorem 2.1 (i) 
will show that for all fixed N 2 e and 0~ i S d - 1 there exists a constant 
ii; ( T++b$ , . . . , f+&) such that, for any (fixed) permutation i&r), . . . s I,&)(E>- t?! of 
thenumbers -~~j~..~~~,ni+l,*=w,?Td (Osisd-l), 
E[Xl+,,,,,cl =s WN 9 l l l 9 wlw, 4Ml, n 2 be (2.112) 
for some integer i0 = iO( N) 3 I. This will be needed later. 
Proof of 2.1. Fix any NE V, N 2 e. Let, for any given r! E V such that 
n a e, the vectors k E V, r E V, r c N, be defined by n = k * N + r. Repeated applica- 
tion of (2.1), (2.4) and (2.3), starting with the first coordinate, yields in any case 
E 
K 
&,n[ - c X[(u-e)*N.u*Iv[ +
esusk )I s h([O, r,[ x [O, nz[ x l l l x [0, q,[)+ k,{h([O, N,[ 
xfO,%w . ’ x 10, nd[) + h([O, N,[ x 1% r2[ 
X [o, n3[ X l a = X [o, fid[))+= = l l + k, l l l kd-l{h([O, NJ x0 . l 
x [O, Nil[ x 10, nd[)+ h(t?k Nl[ x l l l x [o, %-I[ x co, rd[)) 
+k, l l 
l k,h([O, N,[ x l . l x IO, NdD 
+ E[X&r,fx[* 42 x...x[o,n,[l+ ~~~C~;b.~,~x[*,~2~x[~,“~~x.--x~*,~~~l + l l ’ [
+k,e=* kd-lEIX~,N,[x...x[o,~~_,~x~~,~~~l, n 3 e* (2.13) 
For N = e, we deduce from (2.13) and (2.3) that, for all n 3 e, 
E[x;b,tt[l s nl . l l ndE[x&,e[l 
d 
+C nl~~+z([O,l[~*~=X~O,l[XIO,nj+l[X~~~XIO,n,[). (2.14) 
j=l 
For the rest of the proof we will assume that the hypotheses of Theorem 2.1 (i) are 
satisfied (the arguments under the hypotheses of Theorem 2.l(ii) are similar). 
Combining (2.14) and (2.8) implies the assertion in Remark 2.3. By Corollary 1.4(i) 
and (ZC), 
lim 5[r7,,*“,3 = y (2.15) 
n+w 
exists and is finite. On the other hand, Smythe’s [26] mean ergodic theorem (cf. 
also [ 16, p. 2031) gives that 
exists i
1 
lim - k_*w 1[09 k[l eSsSk X[(u-e)*~qu*N[ = XNr N a e9 
ionarity assumptions imply 
2 e. 
(2.16) 
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Proceeding as in the proof of Theorem 1 of [S] ad ttsitrg (2.13 j, (Z.i4j, jil.gj, (2.16), 
(2.5) as well as (2.3), we arrive at 
K XKo,,t - 1 
+ 
lim sup E 
n+oD I[O, N[\ xN )1 
d-1 
"-ii([O,N[)+ C Kj(Afl,*m*,Nj), Na 
j-l 
(2.18) 
(Kj figuring in (2.8)). Applying (2.16), (2.15), (2.7) as well as (2.9), the proof of 
Theorem 2.1(i) can now be finished in the same way as the proof of Theorem 1 
in [5]. 
Corolllary 2.4. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 2.1(i), 
lim SUP Xco,nc 3 7, 
n+oo - 1 (2.19) 
y denoting the (jinite) spatial constant of X. 
Example 2.5. Consider any stationary point process n in R2 and let H(M), for 
any borelian set M c R2, denote the number of points of n contained in M. If 
I = [y v[ E 4(2), define I’ by 
~={xE R2: usx<v}. (2.20) 
In the sequel we shall assume that n is integrable, i.e., 
E[I7(l’)]-, Id(2). (2.21) 
Let XI, I E J(2), denote the length of the shortest path through all points of n 
which are contained in 1 We shall apply Theorem 2.1(i) in order to show that 
lim XtO,nc =XW exists in L’. (2.22) 
n+a, 
It has been shown [3,27] that (t-2X~o,,[xlo,,C)t=1,2 ,... converges a.e. in the special case 
when n is a Poisson process. 
In order to prove (2.22) we first need an auxiliary result. Let I = [u, v[ E Ca(2) and 
put w = v - U. If L(t) denotes the length of the shortest path through any given t 
points in E 
L(t)s12(H’i+W2)t”2, t=l,2,.... (2.23) 
This can be derived by using a construction of Few [S]. Clearly (2.23) and (2.21) 
entail (X,) c L:. Next we have 
for all disjoint A, B = [u, v[ E 4(2j 
such that Au B E 4(2) and 0 E. A, (2.24) 
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putting w = ZJ - ti. This can be deduced by using (2.23) and arguing as in the proof 
of Lemma 4.2 of [27] (cf. also Lemma 2 of [3, p. 3081). Put Y, = 16(w, + w2) if 
r=[~,v[O(Zj and w= v - u. It can now be easily verified that (-X,) and ( Yr) 
satisfy all hypotheses of Theorem 2.1 (i). This yields (2.22). 
3. .e. conve e strongly subadditive case 
For any integer 0 sj s d put 
W(jj=(uEV~uiE{O,1},1~i~d,u~+~*~+u~=j}. 
We will say that X satisfies the strong almost subadditivity condition (SASC) w.r.t. 
Y, provided 
d 
c (-0’ EU) X[O.w-o*o[ 
j=O 
SX [w-u,w[ + yew-“,W[, o<v<w, V,WEK (3.1) 
If (3.1) is satisfied in the case Yr = 0, I E 9, we will say that X is strongly subadditive. 
Taking into account (1 .l) it is easy to see that Condition (3.1) even holds for 
0~ v G w, v, w E V, and that it equivalent o 
(-I)” i (-I)’ C XCO,u+a*u[~ XcU.U+Vl+ Y,,,+,,, u, v E v. (3.2) 
j=O UE W(j) 
When d = I, we may write XLm,nl. = X,,, YCm.nC = Y,,,, 0~ m c n; then (3.1) is just 
Condition (0.1). In the case d = 2 consider vectors 0 < w < v in V and put 
A = [O, w[9 B = KO, W), (WI 9 VA, 
C=[(W~,Oj, (01, W*)[, 
(3.3) 
D=[W, V[. 
Then (3.1) is equivalent o 
X AuBuCuD -xAuB-xAuC+xAs~D+yD, (3.4) 
whereas Smythe’s [26] strong subadditivity condition requires 
X AuBclCuD -XBuD-XcuD+XD~XA. (3.5) 
Let us say that satisfies the 2-almost subadditivity condition (2,ASC) w.r.t. Y 
provided 
X Auf+XA+xB+ YB 
for all disjoint , Be.9 such that Au&$, and OEA. (3.6) 
. The SASC implies that X satisfies the 2-A% w.r.t. Y. 
of Lemma 3.1, the SASC (3.1) entails Condition (2.1) of 
(3.7) 
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roo Consider =[O,U[E$ ii&$ such that AnB=f& Au 
[0, W[ E 4. We may assume that B = [v, w[ where v = (u,, 0,. . . , 0) E K 
~+(w--u1,0, . _ . ,O). Applying (3.2) we obtain 
(-l)d i (-l)j c X[O,u+o * (w-U)[ s XB + K?. 
j=O CIE W(j) 
Since[O,vi-a*(w-v)[=flifmin{a,,..., ad} = 0, we arrive at (3.6) by taking into 
account (1.1). 
Our proofs of the desired a.e. convergence results will be based on a multipara- 
meter analogue of Durrett’s [6,7,17,25] construction. We may (and will) assume 
that, for each n E V, n 3 e, there exists a random variable U, which is uniformly 
distributed on [e, n + e[ E & and independent of the family X u Y. For any vectors 
neV,nae,andkVput 
a.?= i (-1)’ c x,, u +k_a[ 
j=O oaW(j) ’ ” 
(3.8) 
(we continue to assume d 3 1). 
Qur first two observations are easy consequences of Lemma 3.2 below (their 
proofs being omitted). In particular, Relation (3.10) shows that the collection of 
random variables Dp) has nice “sieve” properties. 
(3.9) 
C D(kn)= ; (-1)’ c x [Q,U,+w-e-a * (w-u)[s 
kGv,wC j=O aE W(j) 
n>e,OGvsw. (3.10) 
EQganlW 
-VI-- 4 3.2. For any vectors k, v and N > e in V, we have 
C 5 t-1)’ C XIO,u+(u+a-e)* N[ 
e<u<k j=O CZE W(j) 
= c (-l)j c X[O,v+b*k*N[* 
j=O bE W(j) 
The proof of Lemma 3.2 will be deferred to Section 6. 
The next result is an immediate consequence of the SASC (3.1). 
. Suppose that the S 
D’,“)s x [ U,+k-e,U,,+k[ + y[ U,+k-e,U,+k[v n a e, k ’ ’ 
(3.11) 
(3.12) 
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If in addition 
E[X;+,] 6 E[X;], A E 9, u E v, 
EiYA+,]sE[YA], AE~,UE V, 
(3.13) 
(3.14) 
we have 
E[(of))+l s E[XI+,, e[l+ E[ qo,e[l, n > e, k E V. (3.15) 
ositio . (i) Assume the hypotheses of ‘Theorem 2.1 (i). 7’hen 
lim E[DI[“]=y, kc V, 
n+oo 
(3.16) 
y denoting the (jinite) spatial constant of X, given by (2.15). 
(ii) Additionally assume that the SASC (3.1) is satisjied, and that 
E[YA+J=E[YA], AEJ$UE K 
Then 
(3.17) 
sup E[(D’,“‘)+]cq kc V 
nz=e 
(3.18) 
roof. (i) In view of Theorem 2.1 (i) and (3.9), it suffices to show 
1 
f+~I[O,EE[Xlo.k+a*n[1=0, 
(3.19) 
(3.20) 
This, however, is an immediate consequence of (2.12) and Condition (2.5). 
(ii) Relation (3.18) is a consequence of Lemma 3.3, whereas (3.19) is implied by 
(3.18) and (3.16). 
Let us recall 
(cf. [ 16, p. 2031). A sequence (I(t)) c 9 is called regular if there 
exists an increasing sequence (I’(t)) c 9 and a constant K > 0 such that 
I(t) c I’(t), II’< t)l s KIZ( t)l, t 2 1. (3.21) 
sequence (n(t)) c V, n(t) 3 e, t a 1, will be called regular if ([0, n( t)[) c 9 is 
e, t B 1 (or the correspo 
re is a constant c> 1 so 
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. Let (q,), I E 9, be a family of random variables such that (&& 
converges a.e. for all regular sequences (I(t)) satisfying (3.24) below. Then it follows 
(cf. [ 16, p. 2031) that ( jil& converges a-e. for all sequences (I(t)) .which remain 
in a sector of V and satisfy (3.24). 
The following result is a basic step towards establishing the desired a.e. conver- 
gence results (for the oneparameter case cf. [25, Lemma 3.13). 
Proposition 3.7. Let the SASC (3.1) ho!d. Let the set function h : 9 + R, be defined by 
h(A)=E[Y,], AE$. (3.22) 
Let Conditions (2.2)-(2.9) of Theorem 2.1 (i) be satisfied. Finally suppose, for each 
regular sequence ( v( t )) c V, that the distribution of the random element 
W[u.u+v(l)[ + Y[I4*“+“(1)[9 XE”.u+“(Z)I+ &4.u+v(2)[9 - l . ) (3.23) 
of R" does not depend on u E V. Then, for each regular sequence (I(i)) c 4 such that 
I(t)=[O,n(t)[, tal, n(t)+m as t+a (3.24) 
we have 
lirnef (x1,,,+ &(,,) 2 y 1 (3.25) 
y denoting the spatial constant of X. 
Proof. First note that all hypotheses of Proposition 3.4 are satisfied. Let (I(t)) c 9 
be a fixed regular sequence for which (3.24) holds. By (3.19), (D(kte)),> 1 is tight for 
each k E V. Combining a diagonal procedure and Theorem 6.1 of [4] shows that 
there exists a sequence  s m( 1) < m(2) < l l l in V such that 
(D im(r)) ) kE v converges weakly in RV to (Dk)kcV as t + 03. (3.26) 
Combining (3.26) and (3.8), it is straightforward to show 
(D& v is stationary (3.27) 
(i.e. the distribution of (Dk+u)kE v in RV does not depend on u E V). In fact, let 
u E V and fix any continuous function f: Rv + R such that lf(x)I 6 C < 00, x E R “, 
for some constant C. It follows from (3.26) and (3.8) that 
Ebff(Dk)kc I’)] = E[.ft(Dk+uhE v)l+lim 
Mere, C ( t), t 3 1, satisfies 
ix (t)la cI{kP: e-u<vGm(t)-u) <vsm(t))l, tal, 
where A denotes symmetric drlfference. This i 
[f((Dk)kE V)] = E[$((Dk+dkE v)], ime* (3.27). 
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On the other hand, (3.26) implies 
c DJI”“” converges weakly in R” to 
kE i(s) Sal 
as t-,00. (3.28) 
Applying successively (3.28), (3.10) and (3.24), we get for all functions f: R*+ R 
which are continuous, bounded and isotone, 
= lim E f t (-1)’ c x[o~Umt,,+n(s,-e-a * n(s)[ * 
t-7 [ cc j=O (IE W(j) > )I SSI 
Taking into accou ,lt the SASC (3.1), (3.8) and the properties of the random elements 
in (3.23), the last term is easily seen to be not greater than 
Consequently, 
( > 
c Dk is stochastically smaller than (X1(,, + Y,(sj)s~l (3.29) 
ke I(s) Sal 
(cf. [lo, 11, 15,251). Using Lemma 3.3 and the properties of the random elements 
figuring in (3.23) gives 
((W))‘)“N is uniformly integrable for each k E K (3.30) 
Combining (3.26), (3.16), (3.30) as well as Fatou’s lemma gives 
&ELI, kE v (3.31) 
and 
(3.32) 
In view of (3.27) and (3.31), the family (EkEI DJ, 4 E 9, satisfies the hypotheses of 
Tempel’man’s amu tiparameter pointwise ergodic theorem (cf. 128; 16, p. 2051) as 
well. as those of Theorem 2.1(i). Hence, by (3.24) and the regularity of (I(t)), we 
obtain that 
lim - 
: k&,,4=o, P( )I 
exists a.e. and in L’. 
t+* 
(3.33) 
erefore, (3.32) gi . es 
(3.34) 
ce ,Q&,E R” into 
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w.r.t. the distribution of (zke,(,) D&,, we deduce from (3.29), (3.33) and (3.34) 
(cf. also the remark in [25, p. 3291) 
= E[D,]a y, i.e. (3.25) 
This finishes the proof of Proposition 3.7. 
The following result is related to Tempel’man’s multiparameter pointwise ergodic 
theorem 128; 16, p. 2051 in the same way as is Kingman’s 112) subadditive 
ergodic theorem to the classical Birkhoff ergodic theorem (note that we still do not 
impose any monotonicity assumptions on X). We will day that X = (XI) is stationary 
if the distribution of (X1+,) (conceived as a random element of RJ) does not depend 
0nuEK 
Theorem 3.8. Let X be strongly subadditive and stationary, Assume 
inf E[&O,,e.] ,s, --oo. 
rz=1 
(3.35) 
If (I(t)) is a sequence which is regular or remains in a sector of V, and satis$es 
I(t)=[O, n(t)[, tal, n(t)-0 as t-0, (3.36) 
then the sequence (&,) converges a.e. and in L’ to %* given by (2.11). 
In order to prove Theorem 3.8 we need the following auxiliary result (its proof 
being deferred to Section 6). 
Lemma 3.9. Let the SASC (3.1) (or equivalently (3.2)) be satisjed. Let NE V, N 2 e, 
be given. For any n E V let the vectors r and k in V be such that n = k * N f r, r c N. 
l%en, for at1 n E V, 
the summation taken over all d-tuples of sets A,, . . . , Ad in 9( 1) such that, for all 
1 s i G d, either 
Ai = [O, ri[ (3.38) 
Ai=[ri+(zi-I)N,, r; + uiNi[ for some 1 s ui s ki . (3.39) 
In view of Rema rove the convergence 
uences. In the sequel let (i(t)) be a fixed regular sequence 
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satisfying (3.36). The L’-convergence of (X1( ,J) follows from Theorem 2.1 (i) and 
Lemma 3.1. On the other hand, Proposition 3.7 gives 
In order to derive the a.e. convergence result, it therefore suffices to show 
(3.40) 
Fix any N E V, N 3 e. Let the vectors k(t) E V and r(t) E V, r(t) < N, be determined 
bY 
n(t)= k(t) * N+r(t), t> 1 (3.41) 
(n(t) given by (3.36)), and put 
ii(t)=n(t)-r(t), ?(t)=[O, fi(t)[, tH (3.42) 
(we may assume n’(t) 2 N, t 2 1). Let us first show 
lim sup X1(,, s lim sup XQ,) a.e. 
r+oo t+aJ 
(3.43) 
When r(t) = 0, t 2 1, (3.43) clearly ‘holds. Otherwise, fix any r E V, 0 # r c N, such 
that r(t) = t holds for infinitely many t al, and put M(r)={tH: r(t)=r} (note 
that k(t) + 00 as t + 3x), t E M(r)). Clearly, (3.43) will follow provided we can show 
lim sup XItt) s lim sup Xr(tI a.e. (3.44) 
t-K0 t+oo 
EM(r) tEM(r) 
Let rl > 0 (say). Put e’ = (11,0, . . . ,O)E W(1) and I’(t)=[O, n(t)-r,e’[ 3 tal. By 
Lemma 3.1, 
Xi(t) ~x,‘(t)+X[(n(t)-r,e’)*e’,n(t)[, tcz M(r). (3.45) 
On the other hand, the stationarity of X and Lemma 3.1 imply that a.e. 
XP-e\l, -t,e’) * r’,n(t)[ s c X[w,w+e[, tfE w9. 
wEr(t)\l’(r) 
(3.46 j 
Noting that (I’(t)), t E (r), is regular, we can apply Tempel’man’s ergodic theorem 
to the sum in (3.46). Since iI’< t)l- )I( t)l as i + a, t E M(r), we deduce from (3.45) 
and (3.46) 
lim sup X1(,, s lim sup A$,,, a.e. (3.47) 
I-+0;, t+oo 
tEM(r) tEM(r) 
When Pi = 0, 2 S i s d, (3.47) is just (3. ). If, however, ri > 0 for some 2 s is d, we 
can apply the above reasoning to (I’(t)), t E (r). This proves (3.44). Now we show 
O.NEl (3.48) 
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(IV 3 e is still kept fixed). By Lemma 3.9, 
X- Z(r) s c x [(w-e) * N,w * N[, t2 1. 
eswsk(r) 
(3.49) 
Note that the sequence ([0, k( t)[) is regular. Hence, according to the ergodic theorem 
of Tempel’man and Theorem 2.1 (i), the limit 
1 
lim - 
II< )I t 
c X [(w-e) * N,w * N[ = 0 
t-+00 eSwsk(f) 
exists a.e. and in L’. By the stationarity of X, E[XN] = E[XIo,Nr]. Hence (3.49) and 
(3.50) imply (3.48). Finally, (3.43), (3.48) and Corollary 1.4 can be combined to 
give (3.40). 
Remark 3.10. When d = 2, Smythe [26, Theorem 2.11 has shown for processes X 
satisfying the strong subadditivity condition (3.5) that (Xz(,)) converges a.e. whenever 
( I( t )) remains in a sector of V(2). 
Example 3.11. Let X = ( Xz ), I E 9(2), denote Grimmett’s [9] cluster process, i.e. Xz 
is the number of clusters in a site percolation process on the square lattice, which 
are contained in I E ,942). For I E 4(2) let T be given by (2.20). Denote by aI the 
boundary of I’ in the usual (topological) sense, and let h”(aT) be the length of al 
Then we can show 
X AvBuCuD -XA,B-XA,,+XA-XD~-~(a~), (3.51) 
where A, B, C, D are given by (3.3) (the proof of (3.5 1) will be omitted). It can be 
easily deduced from (3.51) that the process (-Xz + ji(aT)) is strongly subadditive 
and satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 3.8. Hence, for any regular sequence 
(I(t)) c s(2) satisfying (3.36), (Xz(,,) converges a.e. and in L’ to XW given by (2J 1) I 
(actually, XW is constant a.e.; cf. [9, p. 3491). 
4. A.e. convergence of @“& in the -trongly almost subadditive case 
Qur next aim is to derive an a.e. convergence result for (Xz& when X satisfies the 
SASC (3.1). It turns out (cf. Theorem 4.8) that (Xz,,,) converges a.e. under rather 
weak moment conditions on ( Yztt,) provided ( Xzct,) has certain monotonicity 
properties to be introduced below (cf. Definition 4.5) and (I(t)) being restricted to 
certain classes of increasing sequences. 
A sequence (I(t)) c 4 will be called slowly increasiszg provided 
Z(t) = [O, W[, n(t+l)-n(t) 
Let $7 = (cp( t&P c R,. efinition 3.5 we say that 
a sequence ([O, q(t)[) c 9 remains in a q-sector of V if the ratios ni(t)/nj(t) are 
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bounded by q(t) for II s i, j s d and all t 2 1. Let p 2 2 be any integer. A sequence 
(I(t)) c .% satisfying (3.36) will be called a (C,)-sequence (w.r.t. p) if it is slowly 
increasing and remains in a cp-sector f V, where cp satisfies condition (&) (cf. [253): 
(4 2) . 
Note that (4.2) holds for all p 2 2 if, for some constant 6 > 0, 
q(t)=0 ( t log t(log log t)‘+S ) as t+a. 
ark 4.2. Note that if ([0, n( t)[) is slowly increasing and remains in a p-sector 
of v, 
The proof of the desired a.e. convergence r sult (Theorem 4.8) will be based on the 
following result. 
.3. Suppose ;hat the SASC (3.1) holds. Let the set function h : 9 + R, 
be defined by 
h(A)=E[Y,], _A&. 
Let Conditions (2.2)-(2.93 of Theorem 2.1(i) be satisfied. Assume, for each N 2 e, 
that the finite-dimensional distributions of the collection of random variables 
%c w-e) * N,w * N[, w 3 e, are invariant w.r.t. all translations in V of the form u + u + v, 
u, v E K Then, for all (C&sequences (I( t)) c 9, 
E limsup&,~~, = ‘y, sa 1, 
t+ao 3 
(4.4) 
y denoting the spatial constant of X. 
By Corollary 1.4(i), the spatial constant y of X exists and is finite. In the 
sequel let (I(t)), I(t) = [0, n( t)[, t a 1, be a fixed (&)-sequence (w.r.t. some cp). 
Furthermore, let N E V, IV 2 e, and s a 1 be fixed. Let k(t), r(t), n’(t) and f(t) be 
defined as in the proof of Theorem 3.8 (again, we assume n”(t) 2 IV, t 3 1.) Let us 
first show 
lim sup XI(P~sj  lim sup Xf(P~sj a.e. (4.9 
t+oO I+00 
ceeding similarly as in the proof of eorem 3.8, we fix any r E V, 0 f r < N such 
that r(p’s) = r holds for infinitely many t Z= 1 (if no such r exists, (4.5) is trivial). 
t M(r) = {t 2 I: r(p’s) = r}. Clearly, (4.5) follows from 
I(P’S) i(pk) a-e. (4.6) I+Q) t-m 
rEM(r) t.EM(r) 
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In order to show this, let rl > 0 (say), and put e’ = (1, 0, . . . , 0) E W( 1), I’(t) = 
[O, n(t) - VI, t 3 1. By Lemma 3.1, 
X I(p’s) s xl’(pfs) ‘fX~n(pfs)-rle’) * e’,n(p$)[ 
+ YCWs) -r,e’) * e’,n(p’s)[9 t e M(r). (4 7) . 
Combining (2.3), (4.3), (4.2) as well as the assertion of Remark 2.3, gives that, for 
a suitable constant K1, 
which implies 
Similarly, by (2.4), (2.8), (4.3) and (4.2), 
1 
!tE I~(~‘s)l yC(n(pfs)-rle')* e',n(p's)[=O a.e. (4.9) 
EM(r) . 
When r = qe’, (4.7), (4.8) and (4.9) together give (4.6). When, however, r # r,e’, 
apply the above reasoning to (I’(t)), t E M(r) (it turns out that, in fact, (4.2) 
guarantees in any case the desired fkiteness of the sums under consideration). This 
proves (4.5). Proceeding as in the proof of Theorem 3.8, and applying (4.5) as well 
as Lemma 3.9, gives, for all N 3 e and s 2 1, 
r 
By (2.7), (1.14) and Corollary 2.4, this implies (4.4). 
The following result is a multiparameter analogue of Theorem 3.1 of [25] (note 
that X is not supposed to have any monotonicity properties). 
Assume the hypotheses of Proposition 3.7 and of Proposition 4.3. Let 
(I(t)) be a (&,)-sequence for some p Z= 2, and suppose that (EC Y,,,,]) satisjes (CP). 
Then 
lim Xl(pfSj = Xa a.e., s 2 1 (4.10) 
r+oo 
(xa given by (2.11)). 
w below that Corollary 4.4 gives an ax. c vergence result for ( 
,,) has certain monotonicity h we introduce now (for 
e oneparameter case (cf. [as]). 
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Let (Z(t)) be slowPr,l increasing. A sequence (a,(,,) c R will be called 
quasi increasing (decreasing) if there exists a constant K > 0 such that 
ar(fj - ~a,c,+l,+K(ll(t+1)1-Iz(t)l), 
or, respectively, 
QI(,+l)s @(f, + K(lw + ol- lW)lL 
A sequence (GItrj) c R will be called almost 
m-1 (4.11) 
621. (4.12) 
increasing (decreasing) if there are 
sequences (b(t)) c R, and (c(t)) c R both tending to zero as t + W, such that 
a,+(l+c(s))a,~,, if ts(l+b(s))s (4.13) 
or, respectively, 
a,(,,S(l+c(s))a,,,, if ta(l+b(s))s. (4.14) 
Note that (4.11) implies that the sequence (a,,,,+ KlZ( t))) is increasirlg in the usual 
sense. 
.6. Motivated by Grimmett’s [9] ck~stti r process consider any undirected 
graph G on 24 and let uz, Z E 9, denote the number of connected components of 
G restricted to I. If (Z(t)) is slowly increasing, then 
I QI(r+1)- QI(t) l~l~ct+ol-lwl, =I, 
i.e. (Q,)) is quasi increasing as well as quasi decreasing. 
In the sequel a sequence (Z(t)) c 9 will be called homogeneous if, for every E > 0 
there exist numbers  $1 and 00 such that 
Ia >I t I I --I GE if t,sasO and Ir( )I I I 1-l 5’. S S (4.15) 
Note that (Z(t)) is homogeneous if, for certain constants K > 0, a! 2 0, p 3 0, 
IZ( t)l- Kt”(log t)B as t + 00. 
We can mimic the proof of Theorem 4.1 of [25] to arrive at the following resuii 
(writing ti, instead of a,/lZl, ZE 9). 
.7. Let ( Z( J )) c 4 be slowly increasing and homogeneous. Let (a& c R 
be a sequence which is quasi monotone or almost monotone. Suppose there exists a 
constant --OO s a 6 00 and an integer p 2 2 such that 
lim &(,t,) = a foralls>l. 
f-BUl 
Then the limit 
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Let (1’(t)) be slowly increasing. A sequence (q,(t)) of random variables defined 
on some probability space (a, J& .P) will be called pathlsrise quasi monotone if, for 
each w E a, the ~a1 sequence (~~l(t,(o)) satisfies (4.11) or (4.12) where the constant 
K is allowed to depend on o (a similar terminology applies to almost monotonicity). 
The following theorem which (besides Theorem 3.8) is our main a.e. convergence 
result, can now be obtained as an immediate consequence of Corollary 4.4 and 
Proposition 4.7. 
Theorem 4.8. Suppose that the SASC (3.1) holds. Let the set function h : $ + R, be 
defined by h(A) = E[ YJ, AE .%. Let Conditions (2.2)-(2.9) of Theorem 2.1(i) be 
satisjed. Assume, for each N 3 e, that the collections XI(w_eI + N,w *N[, wae, and 
Yc, w-e) * N,w * N[v w Z= e, both have finite-dimensional distributions which are invariant 
w.r.t. all translations u + u + v, u, v E V. Suppose, for each regular sequence (v(t)) c V, 
that the distribution of the random element 
&,u+v(*)[ + qyu+v(*)[~t X[u,u+v(2)[ + &4,u+v(2)[, l l ’ ) 
of R” does not depend on u E V. For some p 2 2, let (I(t)) be a homogeneous 
(&,)-sequence and suppose that (E [ YIc,J) satisfies Condition (&). Then, if ( Xrc,,) 
is pathwise quasi monotone or pathwise almost monotone, 
lim X1(,) = xa exists a.e. and in L’, (4.16) 
1-Bc.G 
where XW is given by (2.11). 
Xotc that the limit in (4.16) does not depend on (I(t)) ! 
Unfortunately, to date we cannot offer any convincing example to which Theorem 
4.8 applies (a very general penetrable sphere model could be shown to satisfy the 
hypotheses of Theorem 4.8 but, finally, turned out to be better covered by the 
Akcoglu- Krengel [ 1 ] ergodic theorem). 
In order to avoid overburdening this section, we will deal with the existence of 
specific homogeneous (&,)-sequences in Section 5. 
Remark 4.9. Lemmas (4.3) and (4.24) of Schiirger 1231 can be combined v.Gth 
Theorem 4.8 above to obtain in a straightforward manner an a.e. limit theorem for 
muhipurumeterfumilies of random sets [ 18; 23; 16, p. 2971 which are “strongly almost 
subadditive” and “pathwise quasi monotone” (or “pathwise almost monotone”) in 
an obvious sense. This extends corresponding results in the one-parameter case [2; 
22; 23; 16, p. 2971. 
In view of Theorem 4.8 the question arises whether there exist homogeneous 
(~&sequences (I(t)) such that ()I( t)l) exhibits a prescribed asymptotic behaviour. 
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We will assume throughout d 3 2. All sequences (I(t)) C= 9 under consideration will 
be slowly increasing such that I(t) = [O, n( t)[, t 2 1, and n(t) + 00 as t+ 00. In this 
section we will give (omitting the details of the straightforward constructions) certain 
results concerning the existence of (&)-sequences (I(t)) such that, for certain 
constants K >O, a!> 1, /320, 
II(t)~-Kt”(log t)@ as t-,m (5 I) 
(note that (5.1) implies that (I(t)) is homogeneous). Clearly (5.1) could be refined 
e.g. by introducing additional factors (log log t)‘, (log log log t)“, etc. It is easily 
seen that 
iiminf+(t)j=ao 
r+oD 
(5.2) 
and 
PlI(t)l=0(1) as ?-,a. 
Case 1. cu = d, p = 0 (cf. (5.3)). 
(5.3) 
For all 0 C K s dwd there exists a sequence (I(t)) satisfying (%I), which remains 
in a +-sector of V such that 
lim q(t) = R (5.4) 
k 2 1 given by K = k (k + d - 1)‘. By (X1), (I(t)) is a (C&sequence for all p 2 2. 
Case2. lccrcd,/i?~O. 
For all K > 0 there exists a sequence (I(f)) satisfying (5.1), and remaining in a 
q-sector of V, where 
(g > 0 denoting a constant depending on d, K, cy and p). Clearly p satisfies (C,) 
for all p 2 2. 
Case3. a!=l, p>O. 
For all > 0 there exists a sequence (I( t )) satisfying (5.1), which remains in a 
q-sector of V such that 
440 m -B/(d-1) as t+m (5.6) 
for some constant > 0. Hence when /3 > d - 1, (I(t)) is a (C&sequence for all 
p 2 2. Appsrerltly, in tine case 0 L< p d d - 1 there does not exist any (&)-sequence 
(I(t)) satisfying 
11(t)l-Kt(log t)@ as t-,oo 
for some constant K > 0. 
y vectm k, u, 
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that is 
c i (-0’ E: -qO.v+(u+a-e)e N[ 
esusk j=O RE Wo’) 
= i t-1)’ c X[O,u+b* k* N[= 
j=O k W(j) 
61) 
First suppose that, for some 1 s s s d, kl = l l l = k, = 0 and kj > 0, s + 1 <j G d (say). 
Then the left side of (6.1) equals zero_ Fix any numbers bj E (0, l}, s + 1 <j < d, and 
put a= b,++ l l + bd. Since b * k * N does not depend on b, , . . . , b,, the coefficient 
of X[O.v+b e k * JV[ on the right side of (6.1) equals 
S+U 
c (-1)’ s =o. 
j=o ( > j-a 
For the rest of the proof we may therefore assume k 2 e. Fix any integer 0~ j < d 
and any vector b E W(j). It is easy to see that there exist uniquely determined vectors 
a and u in V, given by a = b and u = e + (k - e) * b, which satisfy the relations 
a& W(j), eSu<k (6.2) 
j=O 
and 
u+a-e=b*k (6.3 
Hence X[O.u+b + k * N[ has coefficient (-1 y’ on both sides of (6.1). Therefore Lemma 
3.2 will be proved if we can show that the remaining random variables on the left 
side of (6.1) have coefficient zero. Let w E V be fixed and assume that, for some 
lsssd, 
Q<Wj<ki, IG~~s, WiE{O, ki}, s+lsisd (6.4) 
(say). Let a and u satisfy (6.2), and suppose 
u+a-e=w. (6.5) 
It is easy to see that (6.2), (6.4) and (6.5) imply 
wi .=,+1-~ 
ai= u8 ki’ 
s+l<isd. 
Put a=aS+l+= .*+a+ For l=+=s 9 
ai = 0, Ui = Wi + 1 E (2, . . . , ki}, 
and 
ai=l, ui=wiE(I,...,ki-I} 
give solutions satisfying (6.2) and (6.5). The coefficient of XCo,U+W * N[ on the left 
side of (6.1) therefore equals 
s+o 
c (_;).~ s -0. 
j=o ( ) j-a 
is proves Lemma 3.2. 
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roof 0 aa 3.9. Fix N E V, N 2 e. Since (3.37) is needed only when 
n=k*N forsome keV, 
we will prove (3.37) only in this case. By (3.2) for all e < u < k, 
(6.6) 
(-1)” i (-1)’ T*’ X[,(,,“-e). N[ 
j=O n&j) 
s X1( u-e) * N.u * N[ + Y[(u-e) * N,u * N[* (6.7) 
Summing both sides in (6.7) over e s u s k and taking into account (6.1) and (6.6) 
yields 
x,,,,+(-l)d y’ (4 c x,0,, * n[ 
j=O (IE W(j) 
SC (XA,x-x&+ Y&...XAd) (6.8) 
(here, the notation of Lemma 3.9 is used). Since [0, QI * n[ = B for all a E Uyli W(j), 
(3.37) is immediate from (6.8) and (1.1). 
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